Actions with Borel Orbit Equivalence Relations by Becker, Howard & Kechris, Alexander S.
7. ACTIONS WITH BOREL
ORBIT EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS
If G is a Polish group and (X, a) a Borel G-space, then the associated
equivalence relation Ea is analytic but in general not Borel, even when X
is a Polish G-space (see 3.2). We study in this section various questions
concerning the Borelness of such Ea.
7.1 Characterizations
We first provide a number of equivalent conditions characterizing when
Ea is Borel. The next result is well-known (see Sami [94, 3.6]).
7.1.1 Theorem. (Sami [94]) Let G be a Polish group and (X, a) a Polish
G-space. Then Ea is Borel iS there is a < uj\ so that all the orbits G • x are
Proof. For the nontrivial direction, fix such an a. Then
xEay <& xE%y,
where
xE%y O for all 11^ invariant AC X, x G A <^> y G A.
As shown in Sami [94, 3.7], E% is II}, so Ea is both analytic and co-analytic,
thus Borel.
H
The second equivalent formulation relates the complexity of Ea to that
of the function x H-> G.T, assigning to each point of X its stabilizer. Let also,
for .T, y G X, Gx,y be the set {g G G : g • x = y} = hGx for any h G G, with
h • x = y. We have:
7.1.2 Theorem. Let G be a Polish group and (X, a) a Borel G-space.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Ea is Borel.
(ii) The map x i—> Gx from X into T{G) is Borel.
(Hi) The map (x,y) \-+ GXjV from X2 into F{G) is Borel.
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Proof, (ii) => (i) is well-known and easily follows from 1.2.4. Indeed, let T
be as in the statement of 1.2.4. Then
xEay <£> 3g G G(g • x = y)
& 3lg(g G TGx k g - x = y)
so Ea is analytic and co-analytic, thus Borel.
(i) => (ii). Assume now that Ea is Borel in order to show that x \-> Gx
is Borel. Fix a basis {Un} of nonempty open sets in G, with G G {Un}.
The following lemma can be proved by standard methods.
7.1.3 Lemma, There is a Borel set B C X x N x X such that, letting
Bx,n = {y : (x,n,y) G S} and
JB(S) = {Bx,n : n G N},
we have:
(a)G-xeB(x);
(b) B e B(x) =* 5AC^» G B(x);
Ccj B{x) is a Boolean algebra;
(d) the topology t'{x) generated by B{x) is Polish.
Proof. For every fixed x we can find a countable sequence Bx,n of Borel
sets so that if B(x) = {Bx,n : n G N}, then (a) - (d) are satisfied. This
easily follows from 5.1.1, 5.1.3 (b) and 5.1.7 (h). The uniformity, i.e., the
fact that
B{x,n,y) &yeB(x,n)
is Borel, is implicit in the proof of these results, using the fact that not only
each orbit G-x is Borel (which is always the case) but according to our basic
hypothesis, this holds uniformly, i.e., {(x,y) : y G G • x) = {(x,y) : xEay}
is Borel. H
It now follows from the proof of 5.2.1 that if t(x) C t!{x) is the topology
generated by {BAUn : B G B(x),n G N}, then (X,t(x)) is Polish and the
action is continuous for (X,t(x)). Moreover, since G • x = (G • x)AG and
X\G-x = (X\G- x)AG, clearly G • x is clopen in (X,t(x)). It then
follows from Effros' Theorem 2.2.2 that the canonical map gGx »-> g • x is a
homeomorphism of G/Gx onto Gx (with the relative t(a;)-topology). Thus,
if U C G is open, then U • x is open in t{x).
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100 7. Actions with Borel Orbit Equivalence Relations
To show that x h-» Gx is Borel it is necessary and sufficient to show that
for each open U C G the set
{x :GxnU^<D}
is Borel. This is easily equivalent to showing that for each open nonempty
U,V CG the set
{x :
is Borel. This in turn immediately follows from the following claim:
Claim.
UGX n v ^ 0 ^ 3Um Q UVB e B(x) (x G BAU™ =>xe BAV)
Proof of claim. =>: If UGX D V ^ 0, there is # G Gx and J7m C C/ with
Um9 C V. Fix 5 G #(.T) such that x G JBAC/*» = B ^ ' ^ * " 1 ) . Then
p - 1 • .T G BA^Umg\ But ^"x • re = x and I7m^ C V, so re G A
«= : Assume that C/G^nF = 0 and fix C/m C U. Then U-rcnF-a; = 0, so
C/m • ,T fl V • .T = 0. Since C7m • .T is open in t(x), there is a nonempty B G B(x)
such that 5 is open in t(x) and B C C/m • .T. Then {# : ^ • x G JB} is open in
G and it intersects Um. So let C/fc C {g : ^  • .T G 5} D t/m. Then if g G C/jfe
we have that ^ • .T G B, so .T G BAUm. On the other hand, .T ^ JBAy (since
otherwise there is g G V with # • x G £, so B D V • .T ^ 0, a contradiction).
(iii) => (ii) is obvious since Gx = G )^fT.
(ii) =4> (iii): Let T be as in the statement of 1.2.4. Then for U ^ 0 open
in G and {i7n} as before we have:
<* 3\h G 7bx [/i • a: = y & 3(/; G G , ( ^ ; G C/)]
^ 3!/?,[(/?,, Gx)£Tkh-x = yb Gx n h"1!/ ^ 0].
Since
i?(.T,/?O<^Ga,n/?r1c/^0
^ 3n[C/"n H G,, ^ 0 & /it/n C U)
is both analytic and co-analytic, thus Borel, it follows that {(.T,y) : G.T)?/ Pi
U =^  0} is both analytic and co-analytic, thus Borel. H
We now apply 7.1.2 to the special case of S^ and the logic action JL>
The stabilizer Gx of any x G X^ is just the automorphism group
of the structure coded by x.
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Definition. For any countable structure A = (A, —) of L and tuples a, b
of the same length from A define inductively
(A,a)=a(A,b)
as follows:
(A,a)=°(A,b)
iff for any atomic formula </?,
(A, a) =a+l (A, a)
iff
Vc 6 A3d G A[(A,a,c) =a (A,b,d)} &
(A, a) =A (^,6) ^ Va < X(A,a) =a (A,b),
when A is limit. There is a least (countable) ordinal a such that for all
(3 > a, all n and all a,b € An, we have
It is called the Scott rank of A, in symbols sr(^). Moreover
(A,a) =sr(-A^ (A,b) & 3n € Aut(.4)(7r(a) = 6)
The quantifier-rank of an La,iu; formula (/?, denoted qr{(p), is a countable
ordinal, defined by induction on formulas as follows:
(a) (p atomic =$• qr((p) — 0.
(b) qr(-i(p) =qr((p).
(c) qr(\/v(p) = qr(3v(p) — qr((p) + 1.
(d) qr( A <pn) = qr( \J (pn) = sup(qr(<pn)).
nGN n€N n
It is easy to see that A =a B iff for any LLJlUJ sentence (p such that
qr((p) < a , ^ ^ ( ^ ^ S ^ ^ , i.e., 4^ and B agree about the truth of all
sentences of quantifier rank < a.
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102 7. Actions with Borel Orbit Equivalence Relations
Recall that the invariant Borel sets of XL are exactly the sets of the
form
Mod(a) = {x E XL : Ax |= <J},
for some LUlLJ sentence a. In particular, since by 2.3.3 every orbit {y £
XL : Ax — Ay} is Borel, we obtain Scott's theorem that for any countable
L-structure A there is an LUl{JJ sentence a such that for countable B, B =
A<$ B \= a. Such a sentence is called a Scott sentence for A.
There is actually a canonical way to construct such a sentence for A,
called the canonical Scott sentence a^. The transfmite Scott analysis of
countable structures leading to the construction of the canonical Scott sen-
tence can be found, e.g., in Barwise [75]. This is similar to the analysis used
to define Scott rank, above. And there is a relationship:
QT{(TA) = sr(A) + u.
7.1.4 Corollary. Let L be a (countable relational) language and a an
L^u sentence. The following are equivalent:
(i) The set
{(x,y)e Mod(a)2: Ax ** Ay}
is Borel.
(ii) The set
{(x,y,a,b) e Mod(a)2 x | J ( IT) 2 : (A*,a) = (Ay,b)}
n
is Borel. (Here U n (^ n ) 2 JS giyen the discrete topology.)
(iii) The set
{(x,a,6) E Mod(a) x (J(IT)2 : (A*, a) * (ATJ)}
is Borel.
(iv) There is a < uj\ such that
sr(A) < a
for any countable model A of a.
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) is a straightforward consequence
of 7.1.2 for the logic action of S^ on Mod(cr), using the standard basis {Nb}
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of $00 as in 1.5. The implication (iv) => iii) is obvious, while the implication
(iii) =r* (iv) follows by a standard boundedness argument. For example, from
a result of Nadel [74] (see also Barwise [75, 7.4]) and assuming that L is
recursive (otherwise we relativize), it follows that sr(Ax) < <^ f = the first
ordinal not recursive in x. Thus if (Ax,a) ¥ (*4,T,6), where x G Mod(cr),
it follows that there is a < ujf with (Ax,a) ^a (Ax,b). Since the set
in (iii) is Borel, it follows, by boundedness, that there is a fixed ordinal
a < UJ\ such that for any (Ax,a) ^ (Ax,b), with x G Mod(cr), we have that
(Ax, a) ^ a (Ax,b), so for any x G Mod(a),sr(Ax) < a and (iv) holds. H
Remark. We have originally proved 7.1.4 using (among other things) a re-
sult of Nadel [74, 5.1], which implies that if some Scott sentence of a count-
able structure belongs to a countable admissible set, then the Scott rank
of the structure is smaller than the ordinal of the admissible set. Nadel's
proof used the omitting types theorem for fragments of Lu)lLJ. Our proof
of Theorem 7.1.2 has been motivated, in a sense that is hard to explain
precisely, by Nadel's proof. (The Effros Theorem, for example, is used as a
replacement of the omitting types argument.)
7.2 Some effective considerations
One can also obtain an effective version of 7.1.2 with the same proof.
Let G be a recursively presented Polish group with multiplication and
inverse recursive, and Y a recursively presented Polish space, which for con-
venience we assume is perfect, so that it fits in the framework of Moschovakis
[80]. Let X C Y be a A} subset of Y and let a be an action of G on X
which is also A}. We will refer to this as an effective Borel G-space. We
will fix a canonical basis {Un} for G as in Moschovakis [80, 3.B].
7.2.1 Corollary. If X is an effective Borel G-space, then for any x G X
the following are equivalent:
(i)G-xeA\(x).
From this it follows that for any closed A} subgroup F C G , the follow-
ing are equivalent:
(ii) There is a A} transversal for the left-cosets of F.
The fact that (i) => (ii) is just the effective version of 1.2.4, and (ii) =>
(i) follows by applying 7.2.1 to the obvious action of G on a A} transversal
(which we can essentially identify with G/F).
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104 7. Actions with Borel Orbit Equivalence Relations
Finally, as in Sami [94, §3] let
where u\ = the least ordinal not recursive in y. By Sami [94, 3.5], G • x G
n^o.-B
 2. We then have the following fact (also using 7.1.1):
7.2.2 Proposition. If (X,a) is an effective Borel G-space, and for some
a < uo\ and all x G X, o;p'x < a, then Ea is Borel.
Remark. The converse of 7.2.2 clearly fails, as we can see by considering
the trivial action g • x = x.
Let us next make a couple of comments concerning the Topological
Vaught Conjecture. By using Silver's Theorem 3.3.1 and the proof of 7.1.1
it is clear that TVC2 (G) (see 6.2) has an equivalent formulation where the
conclusion from "countably many or perfectly many orbits in B" is changed
to "all the orbits contained in B are 11 ,^ for some fixed a < u± or else there
are perfectly many orbits in B".
Also in the case of an effective Borel G-space X, TVC3 (see again 6.2)
has the following equivalent formulation: Either uf'x < a for all x E X and
some fixed a < oo\ or else there are perfectly many orbits. It follows that
for such an action, TVC3 is a £2 statement. This is because the alternative
"there are perfectly many orbits" is clearly E2, while the statement that
"3a < LOI\/X{UJ^'X < a)" can be rewritten (using Sami [94, 3.2]) as 3a <
UJIVX(X E BaG)> where Ba = {x G X : ux < a}, and this is clearly £3 t o ° -
By relativization, TVC2 for any fixed (perfect) Polish G-space X and
any invariant Borel set B C X will be S^CP)? w n e r e P is a n v parameter
that encodes G, X, B and the action, so that this becomes an effective Borel
G-space relative to p. In particular, it follows that
TVC is a Hi statement.
As a special case, the Vaught Conjecture VC2 for a given first-order
theory T is E<|> in the parameter T and VC2 (for all T) is a II3 statement.
Thus VC2 for a given T is absolute, while it is open whether it is possible
that VC2 holds in the constructible universe but fails in a generic extension
of it.
7.3 Decompositions
We will next prove that one can decompose any Borel G-space into Hi
Borel invariant sets on which the orbit equivalence relation is Borel.
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7.3.1 Theorem. Let G be a Polish group and (X, a) a Borel G-space.
There is a sequence {A^}^<LJl of pairwise disjoint Borel subsets of X such
that:
(i) A^ is invariant and (J^ A^ = X;
(ii) Ea\A^ is Borel;
(Hi) there is a C-measurable function f : X —• 2NxN such that f(x) G
WO and x G A\f(x)\, where WO is the set of codes of countable ordinals,
and for w G WO, \w\ = the ordinal coded by w;
(iv) (boundedness) if AC. X is invariant Borel and Ea\A is Borel, then
A C (J^<a ^ £ ^O r some OL < UJi.
Remark. Theorem 3.4.4 can be proved quite easily from Theorems 3.4.3
and 7.3.1, by using generic codes for countable ordinals.
Proof (of 7.3.1.) Let F{G) be the standard Borel space of closed subsets
of G with the Effros Borel structure and S{G) the set of closed subgroups
of G, which is a Borel set in J~{G). Consider the conjugation action of G
on S(G):
1
It is Borel (see 2.4, Ex. (ii)). Let now
p = {(.T, Gx) :xeX}cXx S(G).
Then P is II}, since
(re, F)eP<*F = Gx
Next consider the product action of G on X x S(G):
Since g • (.T, GX) = (g • x,gGxg~1) = (g • .T, Gg.x), P is invariant under this
action. By a result of Solovay (see, e.g., Kechris [95, 34.6]) there is a II}-
rank ip : P —> ui which is also invariant under this action. Moreover, there
is a C-measurable function p : X x S(G) —>• WO with tp(x, Gx) = \p(x, Gx)\.
Put
and
= {x : (x,Gx) G PJ .
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106 7. Actions with Borel Orbit Equivalence Relations
Since P^ is Borel and the graph of a function, A% is clearly Borel. It is also
invariant. Since also x H-> GX is Borel on A^ (having graph P^), Ea\P^ is
Borel by 7.1.2. So (i), (ii) hold. Next, the function x \—> Gx from X into
S(G) is C-measurable, since for open U C. G the set
U[x) & Gx H U ^ 0 & 3#(# G U & # • re = x)
is analytic. Letting f(x) = p(x,Gx), we have that (iii) holds.
Finally, if A C X is invariant Borel and Ea\A is Borel, then, by 7.1.2
again, the map x \—> Gx is Borel on A, thus {(.T, GX) : x G ^ 4} is a 1]} subset
of P, so by the boundedness theorem for Il^-ranks (see, e.g., Kechris [95,
35.23]), there is a < u\ with <p(.T, Gx) < a for all x € A, i.e., A C |J^<Q, A$.
H
Remarks, (a) Assuming we have an effective Borel G-action (otherwise
we relativize), we can use the ordinals UJ^'X as in 7.2 to define 4^^  = {x G
X : UJ^'X = ^} . This gives a different decomposition satisfying (i), (ii),
(iii) but not necessarily (iv), as we can see by again considering the trivial
action g • x — x. (b) In the case of logic actions, Theorem 7.3.1 (i) - (iii)
is well-known. One can take A% = {x G XL ' sr(Ax) + UJ = £}, and then
isomorphism restricted to A% is =£. Part (iv) of 7.3.1 then follows from
7.1.4.
The following is immediate from 7.3.1, (iv).
7.3.2 Corollary. Let G be a Polish group and {UG-,UG) & universal Borel
G-space. Let {A^} be a decomposition OUAQ as in 7.3.1. Put
Then {F^} is a universal family for the class
£& = {Ea : (X, a) is a Borel G-space with Ea Borel},
i.e., for every E G £Q, there is a with E e.r.-embeddable into F^ .
We can also obtain a global version of 7.3.2. We first need the following
lemma.
7.3.3 Lemma. In the notation of 2.3.5, if Ea is Borel, so is E^.
Proof. Assume Ea is Borel, S O X H GX is Borel, by 7.1.2. It is enough to
show (by 7.1.2 again) that the map y G Y \-> Hy is Borel. But if y = [.T, ft],
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then H[Xih] = Hb{h-^[xA]) = h-lH[x^h. Now
x = x& gh~l = 1)
o h G G & h - x = x
<£> h G Gx.
So H[xM = h~lGxh. Thus for F G F(H),y e Y,
F = Hy & 3x G X3h e H([x, h]=y&F = h~lGxh).
Since the map (x,h) G X x H i—> [.T, /?>] G F is Borel, this shows that the
graph of the map y t-» Hy is analytic, thus this map is Borel, and the proof
is complete. H
7.3.4 Corollary. Let (U,u) be a universal Borel H(IN)-space and let
Jl be a decomposition as in 7.3.1. Put
Fa=Eu\
Then {Fa} is a universal family for the class
£B = {Ea : (X, a) is a Borel G-space for some Polish group G
and Ea is Borel},
i.e., for every E G £B, there is an a with E e.r.-embeddable into Fa.
Proof. By 1.4.1, 7.3.3 and 7.3.2. H
In the case G = Soo we can describe explicitly {F^°°}. Consider the
language LQ = {G} of set theory and let
A{ = {x G XLo : (A^° = (N, ex) \= extensionality) &
(N, Ex) is well-founded of rank £}.
Let F^°° be the relation of isomorphism on U^<o; ^£* ^ ^s straightforward,
by induction on a, to show that F^°° is Borel.
If now (X, a) is a Borel S^-space with Ea Borel, then we can assume by
2.7.3 that X = Mod(cr), for some sentence a G Lu)l0J^ where L is as in 2.7.3,
and a = Jj_\X. Then by 7.1.4, there is an a < oui such that sr(Ax) < a,
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108 7. Actions with Borel Orbit Equivalence Relations
for x G Mod(or). We can then find a Borel function / : Mod(cr) —> XLQ
such that f(x) G \Jz</3 ^ » f o r s o m e P < ui> a n d xEaV ^ A^x) ~ ^flvY
Here f(x) is simply a "code" of the transitive closure of the canonical Scott
sentence of A^0, i.e., if A^?^ = (N, €/(a:)), then the Mostowski collapse of
A^? N is the transitive closure of the canonical Scott sentence of Ax. (For
the notion of canonical Scott sentence, see Barwise [75].)
Let now F'p = F|°° X J ( 2 N ) , where J(2N) = 2Nx2N, fix a homeomorphism
.x t-> g(x) from Xf, onto 2N and put h(x) = (f(x),g(x)). Then h is injective
Borel and
i.e., £Ja is Borel e.r.-embeddable into Fp. Now, easily, Fp is Borel e.r.-
embeddable into i ^ ° 2 , thus {i7^00} is a universal sequence for S^.
Remark. Clearly F^°° is Borel e.r.-embeddable in Fp°° if a < /?. It
was shown in Friedman-Stanley [89] that Fp°° is not e.r.-embeddable in
Fa°° if OL < p. Harrington (unpublished) has shown that there is no Borel
equivalence relation E, such that all F^°° are Borel e.r.-embeddable in E.
7.3.5 Open problem. Is the sequence {F^°°} universal for the class £B
of all Borel equivalence relations induced by Borel actions of Polish groups?
Finally, for further reference, let us note that the proof of 7.3.1 estab-
lishes also the following fact.
7.3.6 Theorem. Let G be a Polish group, X a Polish space, Y C X a
H\ set and let a be a Borel-measurable action of G on Y. Then there is a
sequence {^}^<u;i of pairwise disjoint Borel (in X) subsets ofY with the
following properties:
(i) A% is invariant and \Jg A$ = Y;
(ii) Ea\Az is Borel (in X2);
(Hi) there is a C-measurable function f : Y —» 2NxN such that f(y) G
WOandy€ A|/(l/)|;
(iv) if A C Y is invariant Borel (in X) and Ea\A is Borel (in X2), then
A C [j^<a A% for some a < ui.
7.4 Tame groups
Let us call a Polish group G tame if for every Borel G-space (X, a) the
equivalence relation Ea is Borel. By 5.2.1 we can substitute here "Borel
G-space" by "Polish G-space". It is clear that if G is tame and (p : G —> G'
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is a continuous surjective homomorphism, then G is tame. By 2.3.5 it also
follows that if G is tame and H C G is a closed subgroup, then H is tame as
well. Finally, from 3.5.3, if G is tame and G x Z is isomorphic to a (closed)
subgroup of G, then G is tame iff Ea is Borel, where a is the left-action of
GonJF(G).
It would be interesting to delineate the class of tame Polish groups.
Since the equivalence relation induced by a continuous action of a locally
compact Polish group on a Polish space is easily Fa, it follows that locally
compact Polish groups are tame. On the other hand, as we mentioned in
3.2, 5oo is not tame. Around 1980 Sami raised the question whether (in our
terminology) abelian Polish groups are tame (see Sami [94]). Solecki [9?]
answered this in the negative, by studying product groups Ylne^Hni with
Hn countable. In fact, for abelian Hn he has obtained a beautiful purely
algebraic characterization of the sequences of groups (Hn) for which Y\n Hn
is tame. In particular, there are such products Yln Hn with Hn abelian,
which are (nonlocally compact but) tame, although in some sense "most"
such products are not tame. The problem of characterizing algebraically the
sequences (Hn), with Hn countable but not necessarily abelian, for which
n n Hn is tame is still open, but Solecki [9?] makes substantial progress on
this question.
As we just mentioned, Solecki [9?] produces examples of (Hn),Hn count-
able abelian, with f|n Hn not tame. In fact ZN is such an example. This,
as explained in Solecki's paper, is related to the work of Makkai [81], in
which an example is given of an LLJllv sentence which has no uncountable
model but has countable models of arbitrarily high Scott rank. We would
like now to present a general form of Makkai's ideas in the framework of the
concepts and results introduced in this book.
First we start with a countable structure AQ such that its canonical
Scott sentence, say cr^, has no uncountable model and G = Aut(v4o) is not
tame. Say LQ is the language of ^o and view AQ as having universe N. Let
L be a language disjoint from LQ, with one relation symbol for each arity.
By 2.7.4 the relativized logic action j£°uL is a universal Aut(*4o)-action,
so its associated equivalence relation is not Borel. It follows that the logic
action JLOUL restricted to the models of cr^0, but with a^0 viewed now as
a sentence in LQ U L, has a non-Borel associated equivalence relation, i.e.,
isomorphism restricted to the LQ U L-structures which model a^0 is not
Borel. By 7.1.4 these models must have unbounded Scott ranks. Thus cr^0,
viewed as a sentence in L 0 UL, has countable models of arbitrarily high
Scott rank, but no uncountable model.
As an example of such AQ one can take the linear ordering which consists
of u copies of Z (ordered like a;), whose automorphism group is ZN.
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We conclude with a descriptive application of Solecki's result that ZN is
not tame, and a related problem.
Let G be a non-tame Polish group, with G x Z isomorphic to a (closed)
subgroup of G. Then, as we mentioned in the beginning of 7.4, the left
action of G on J~{G) gives rise to a non-Borel equivalence relation. This
means that the equivalence relation, among closed subsets of ^(G), which
is defined by
F ~ F' <£> F is a left-translate of Ff
is S} but not Borel. In particular, since ZN is a closed subgroup of RN
and so EN is not tame, it follows that the equivalence relation of "being a
translate of" among closed subsets of RN is not Borel. As far as we know
though, it is open whether the same holds for (^2,+), i.e., whether (^2,+)
is not tame.
7.5 Normalizers
We consider finally the conjugation action c of a Polish group G on
the set of its closed subgroups <S(G), and the corresponding equivalence
relation E^ — Ec. As opposed to the left action of G on J~(G), we do
not know whether the following holds: G is tame iff Ec is Borel (at least
for G such that G x Z i s isomorphic to a (closed) subgroup of G). Notice
that the stabilizer of a point F G S(G) under this action is the norm,alizer
NG(F) = {g eG : gFg~l = F} of F in G. So the question of whether Ec
is Borel is equivalent to the question of whether F i—> NG(F) is Borel, by
7.1.2. We can answer this question for G — S^.
7.5.1 Theorem. The equivalence relation of conjugacy among closed sub-
groups of Soo is not Borel. Equivalently, the function F \—> Ns^ {F) (has
co-analytic graph but) is not Borel (on the standard Borel space of closed
subgroups of Soo).
Proof. Let LQ be the language consisting of a single binary relation symbol
and X C XL0 the set of x G XL0 for which Ax is a Boolean algebra.
Recall that a superatomic Boolean algebra is one all of whose subalgebras
are atomic. The countable superatomic infinite Boolean algebras are, up to
isomorphism, exactly the interval algebras of the wellorderings upk (0 <
p < uu 1 < k < u)\ see Monk [89, p. 277].
Let SA C X be the set of x E X for which Ax is superatomic. Then
SA is clearly II} (effectively co-analytic). Moreover, by the above, there is
a Ar> function (p: SA —> WO with
Ax ~ Ay & \ip(x)\ = \ip(y)\.
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(Actually, \(p(x)\ is a Il}-rank but we will not need this here.) By a theorem
of McKenzie [77], for x,y E SA:
Ax — Ay <=> Aut(Ax) is algebraically isomorphic to Aut(*4y).
But, trivially,
Ax ^ Ay => Aut(Ax)Ec Aut(Ay)
=> Aut(.AT) is algebraically isomorphic to Aut(^4?y).
So for x,y E SA,
Ax = Ay <=> Aut(Ax)Ec Aut(Ay).
Let
A = {Aut(A) : x E SA}.
Assuming strong set theoretic axioms, it is now obvious that the equiv-
alence relation of conjugacy is not Borel. Roughly speaking, strong axioms
imply that for any a < ui, there is no "definable" way to produce a col-
lection of exactly Ki 11° sets, i.e., there is no way to do it without using
AC. This is a theorem of Harrington [78], which has several precise versions.
One version is: Assuming PD (see §5.3), there is no projective a>i-sequence
of distinct 11^ sets, that is, no injection $ : ui —> P(R), with range($) con-
sisting of 11 ,^ sets such that $ is projective in the codes. Clearly A contains
exactly Hi conjugacy classes, and, in fact, it is easy to see that we get a
projective uj\-sequence of classes. So assuming PD, the conjugacy classes
are not of bounded Borel rank, hence the equivalence relation of conjugacy
is not Borel.
Unfortunately, this transparent argument requires strong axioms. The
proof in ZFC - which we give below - is much less straightforward and
involves forcing.
It will now be convenient to set up a system of coding closed subgroups
of 5oo by members of the Baire space J\f. For x E A/*, let (x)n E Af be
defined by
(x)n(m) =.T((n,m)),
where (n, m) is a recursive bijection of N x N with N. Put
C = {x E M : Vn((x)n E Soo) & {(x)n : n E N} is a subgroup of Soo}.
Then C is a A} subset of TV. For x E C, let
TT(X) = the closure of {(x)n : n E N} in SQQ.
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Thus 7T : C —> S(Soo) is a Borel surjection. For .T,y G G, put
Then it is easy to check that E* is a E} equivalence relation on G. Let
A* = {x G C : TT(.T) G A}.
Again it is easy to see that A* is E£.
Assume now, towards a contradiction, that Ec is Borel. Then clearly
E* is Borel, so fix a parameter p e J\f such that i£* is A*(p). Consider a
generic extension V[G] of the universe V in which HJ?* < Hi and MA^
holds. (Here uo\ is the first non-recursive in p ordinal.) Then, in V[G], E*
is still A}(p), by Shoenfield absoluteness, and by MA^1 every Y>\ set is
Lebesgue measurable. We work in V[G] from now on. The set A* is clearly
an i£*-invariant subset of C and clearly contains more than countably many
^-equivalence classes. Since tt j, < Ki and E* is A\(p), by a result of
Stern [84, 9.3], it follows that there is a Cantor set P C A*, any two elements
of which are not i£*-equivalent. There is clearly a A2 function / : P —* SA
such that for x G P, fix) = y with TT(X) = Aut(^4?y). Then \<po f\ : P —» UJX
is one-to-one and thus the relation
is a A2 wellordering of P. Thus 2N admits a A2 wellordering, which is
therefore non-measurable, violating MA^1. H
In Sami [94], it is essentially shown that if G is a Polish group, X is a
Polish G-space, and x 1—> G^ is constant on each orbit, then TVC2 holds
for this action. We note here the following curious fact that goes in the
opposite direction.
7.5.2 Theorem. Assume \/x G 2N(ttf[x] < «i). Let G be a Polish group,
for which E^ is Borel, (X, a) a Borel G-space, and assume x H-> GX is
one-to-one on each orbit. If A C X is Y^l and invariant, either A contains
countably many orbits or there is a Cantor set C C A any two distinct
elements of which belong to different orbits.
Proof. Consider the space X x S(G) and the action b(g,(x,F)) = (g •
x.gFg'1) of G on it. L e t 7 C I x S(G) be given by
(x,F) G Y <* F C Gx & F = NG(F).
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Then Y is invariant under this action. Also Y is Borel, since F i—> NG(F)
is Borel. Moreover, for (x, F ) G 7 the stabilizer G(Xip) is given by
G(X,F) = Gx H iVG(F) = G, n F = F
So (.T, F ) G F ^ G{X,F) is obviously Borel and thus Eb\Y is Borel as well.
Let i : X -> X x <S(G) be defined by
Our assumption that x i—> Gx is one-to-one on each orbit of X is equivalent
to the fact that NG(GX) = G.T, so i : X —> Y. Also
Let now A C X be S2 and invariant. Then ?'(A) C 7 is S2 and
invariant. Since Et,\Y is Borel, by a theorem of Stern [84, §9], it follows
that i{A) contains countably many orbits or there is a Cantor subset of it
any two elements of which belong to distinct orbits. From this it easily
follows that the same holds for A. H
In the preceding proof we have not really used that E^ is Borel, but
only that the set {F G S(G) : F = NG(F)} of self-normalizing subgroups
of G is Borel. Concerning Soo we can also show, using some examples of
S. Thomas (private communication), that this set is not Borel, which is a
strengthening of 7.5.1.
7.5.3 Theorem. The set {F G S(Soo) : F = NSoo(F)} of self-normalizing
closed subgroups of S^ is (co-analytic but) not Borel.
Proof. As in the proof of 7.5.1, we show that if this theorem is false
then we can produce a definable collection of Ki Borel sets of bounded
rank. Also as in the proof of 7.5.1, we then go through some contortions
to make the proof work in ZFC. For each countable field K, let PG(4,if)
be the associated 4-dimensional projective space and consider the structure
M.K — (PG(4:,K),Q), where Q is the ternary relation of collinearity. S.
Thomas (private communication) shows that Ant (MR) is equal to its own
normalizer (in the symmetric group of its universe). Moreover, by standard
results in projective geometry,
We next use a special case of a result of Friedman-Stanley [89], according
to which there is a A} map F : XL0 —» XL1, where LQ is the language of
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linear orderings, and L\ is the language of fields (viewed as relational), so
that for x G XL0 with A%° a linear ordering, A^l^ is a field and
AL0 & AL0 ,
^x — A/
Also let L2 be the language with a ternary relation symbol and G :
XLl -> ^L2 a A} map such that if K = A^1 is a field, then A*g{x) = MK-
So if P = G o F, then for rr, y G XL0 with vA^ , A^ linear orderings, we have
Now let
R = {yeXL2: 3x(x G WO* & P(.T) -
Then R is S2 in XL 2- For y G i?, let <^ (y) — |.T|, where .T G WO* is such that
P(x) = y (note that this \x\ is uniquely determined). Then ip : R —*• uj\ \ UJ
is a surjection, and for y, y1 G i?,
and the relation <£>(y) < (^ (y7) on R \s T\. Finally, y G R implies that
Aut(Ay) is self-normalizing.
Now consider the logic action a = JL2 of 5QO on XL2 and the set Y C
^ L 2 x <5(5oo) as defined in 7.5.2 for this action. Using the coding n : C —>
<S(Soo) as in the proof of 7.5.1, we see that Y* = {(x,y) G XL2 x C :
Now assume {F G 5(5^) : F = NSoo(F)} is Borel, so that Y is Borel
too. Considering the action b of SQO on XL2 X <S(5QO) as in the proof of 7.5.2
again, we see that Eb\Y is Borel too. For (#,y), (xf,yf) G XL2 X C put
Then E^ is £}. Since y,£76|y are Borel, clearly y* and jE;fe*|y* are Borel.
So fix a parameter pGJVso that both are A}(p). Let V[G] be a generic
extension of the universe V in which nj? < Hi and MA^1 holds. Then,
working in V[G] from now on, we have that y*,££|y* are still A\(p) by
Shoenfield absoluteness. Also if
i(R) = {(x, Aut(A)) : x G i?},
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and
i(R)* = {(x,y) EXL2xC: (x,7r(y)) 6 i(R)},
then i(R)* is a T,\ subset of Y* which is I?£-invariant. For (x,y), (x',y') €
i(R)*, let
(x,y)<*(x',y')^cp(x)<ip(xl).
Then <* is a H\ prewellordering on i(R)* of length exactly u>i, and
So ^|?'(i?)* has exactly Hi classes, and as in the proof of 7.5.1 we get a
contradiction. H
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